
USC ESSAY SUPPLEMENT

The University of Southern California â€” more commonly known as USC â€” is located in the heart of Los Angeles,
California. The school's.

I enjoy challenges towards rewarding objectives, and despite how tough and dedicated of a career choice it is,
medicine can be immensely gratifying. This gives you more freedom and can thus be about anything. For
instance, you could write a vivid account of your travels last summer and emphasize your desire to absorb new
cultures. If you are applying this fall, here are the short answer questions and supplemental essays for the
application season: 1. Or maybe her book exposed you to a new idea by proposing a novel way to approach
work and leadership. Prompt Option 3 What is something about yourself that is essential to understanding
you? Rather than simply listing features that stand out to you, try to provide some context regarding why these
options or experiences are meaningful to you and how they could be the beginning of your USC story. What
special curriculum path do you hope to head down? What also increased was my passion for justice. The
patients that I interacted with during my internship at a cardiologist's office during my senior year of high
school all had one thing in common other than unfortunate heart problems; they were immeasurably
appreciative of the cardiologists that ultimately saved their lives. The more you can tailor this short essay to
your individual interests and what you might want to take advantage of as a student on campus or contribute
yourself to the school, the more our office will be able to envision you as a future Trojan. Located in Southern
California, USC attracts a lot of students who enjoy nice, sunny weather all year round. Whether you have
been able to visit our campus in person or done most of your research online, try to write about the unique
features or opportunities that have drawn you to the USC education. Your essay and short-answer responses
will help us get to know your personality and your voice. The application requires an additional portfolio and
is highly selective. Refer to the Additional Application Requirements section , below, for more information.
Our free webinar will teach you how to use the Common App, organize your activities, answer the essay
prompts, and more! Often known for its fierce athletic rivalries, the Trojan student body advertises a highly
spirited, tight-knit community. Do not hesitate to reach out if you have any more questions and best of luck
with your application! I have always been particularly drawn towards problem-solving and my need to help
others around me is enormous. No matter if it is physical pain, or emotional grief such as Noah receives from
his peers in school who fail to recognize his special needs; the feeling of making a child happy is inexplicable.
As a young girl, despite knowing that I was only wearing plastic scrubs, hanging a plastic stethoscope around
my neck and holding a scribbled-on notepad in my baby hands, the view in front of me was no less than a
gruesome hospital scene I much too often watched on television. At first glance, this question seems very
similar to prompt 3 on the Common Application: Reflect on a time when you questioned or challenged a belief
or idea. Through USC Study Abroad programs, I can travel to one of twenty-eight diverse countries such as
Germany and Egypt, where my knowledge on biological sciences will be thoroughly enriched in unique ways
through programs exclusive to USC. For this prompt, simple and straightforward is better. Or perhaps your
interests in law and public policy are what fuel you to work toward making a positive social impact.
Especially in a city like Los Angeles that offers students endless of cultural activities and internship
opportunities they can take advantage of. There is no question that USC exceeds an excellent reputation of
science classes and professors, and being accepted to attend such a prestigious university would be an absolute
honor. I have shown it to everyone I meet. Hope this was helpful for those considering applying to USC this
fall! Why don't you be more specific, may be by mentioning a prof whom you found impressive? Challenged
Through Literature â€” Being exposed to a new idea or being challenged can be as simple as reading a book
literally. During your round, you were challenged by a rival competitor who put forth an opposing perspective,
bringing a new idea to the table. There are many amazing academic programs at schools across the nation and
the world â€” here at USC, we want to know why studying at our university will help you to accomplish your
higher education goals! I focus on my hands and feet swirling around in vicious little circles to keep my head
above the water. This prompt allows for more creativity; there is no need to be too serious and academic here.


